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Executive Department

To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives:

“An Act authorizing additional registry of motor
vehicles personnel to exercise police powers, and further regulating
the qualifications for examiners.”

This measure has previously been before both the General Court
and the Governor. I have studied this legislation at some length,
and have carefully considered the views of both proponents and
opponents. I have decided to veto it.

This bill would give full police powers, including the right to
carry guns, to more than 300 Registry of Motor Vehicles inspectors.
The effect of this legislation would be to establish a second state
police force. I do not believe the commonwealth needs two, rival
state police departments with not only added costs but with a
fragmentation of authority.

The bill before me would become effective on January 1, 1971,
only three months before the state reorganization places the
Registry under the new Executive Office of Public Safety. A
principal goal of the reorganization is to eliminate duplication of
functions. Our joint effort to reorganize and consolidate the depart-
ments of the commonwealth would be best helped, I believe, by
permitting the new Secretary of Public Safety, who will supervise
both the State Police and the Registry, to make a recommendation
on this subject before any action is taken. This factor alone
compels me to disapprove H. 1766.

The first year cost of the necessary equipment and training has
been estimated to be as high as $135,000. This expenditure is
particularly inappropriate and unnecessary since the primary re-
sponsibility of the Registry is not police work but the inspection of
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the operation of motor vehicles. While the bill would increase the
number of registry personnel with police powers, it is unlikely to
noticeably increase police protection. With an ever-increasing
number of licensed drivers and registered motor vehicles in the
commonwealth, the Registry will have to devote more effort to
performing its present functions. In addition, registry officials must
become increasingly concerned with enforcement of anti-pollution
laws concerning motor vehicles.

Finally, as to arming these men, it should be pointed out that the
Registry has at present a 15 man detail of armed special investi-
gators, with full police powers. I believe that they can deal with
the (serious criminal matters which come before the Registry. I do
not feel sufficient justification has been presented at this time for
extending these powers to the entire Registry inspection force.

For (the above reasons I cannot, in good (conscience, (approve the
measure and I return the bill without my approval.

Respectfully submitted,

FRANCIS W. SARGENT,
Acting Governorof the Commonwealth.


